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Website: www.BPWStPetePinellas.org
In June and July of 2021, our LO budgeted and built a new website. Although the previous
website, built in 2014, was functional, it had been highly customized and did not respond well to
the frequent updates of the wordpress platform. We needed a more contemporary theme with
current licensing and functionality that users have come to expect when visiting a professional
membership organization.
We

decided

to

continue

with

wordpress as it is an industry
standard

with a wide range of

collaborative tools. Since BPW/FL
Technology Chair, Sheila BarryOliver is a member of our LO, we
consulted with her regarding her
experience with the newly updated
BPW/FL website. It was decided that
we’d us the popular Bridge theme,
used by BPW/FL, to not only give a
consistent look on the front end but
to take advantage of the familiarity
that Sheila and others have with
working in that environment. What
resulted was a highly functional
website that continues to evolve as
we showcase our speakers, events,
and the activites of our various
committees.

Our strategy with the site is to document as many of the activities of our local organization as
possible, communicating the robust variety opportunities both members and the public have in
furthering our mission. Just scroll down the home page for a sampling of our priorities that invite
further exploration and more engagement.
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Three main avenues for
live events tell each visitor
how active we are. Each
section here takes you
to a different area of the
website to either register
and pay to attend an
event or view photos and
recaps of those in the
recent past.

Announcements about
our latest philanthropic
activites give insight
into our current
priorities.
You’ll always find a write up about
our upcoming membership meeting
and its featured speaker.
There’s also a gallery below of
our recent speakers to allow for
follow up with further information
and giving insight into the dynamic
programming that has become a
hallmark of our LO.
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An easy to find, easy to complete form to sign
up for the weekly newsletter “Touch Base
Tuesday” employs the HTML code provided
by Mail Chimp and doesn’t require any manual
updates, making it easy to grow our list of
“friends of BPW” and our audience for all our
endeavors.
To offset the expense of the site, we sell
annual sponsorships, which allow members
(only members) to sponsor and have their logo
and a clickable link, For those members who
wish to sponsor but don’t have a business to
promote, we allow them to promote the site of
their favorite non profit.
You’ll also find BPW/FL Public Policy Platform
in its entirety displayed on the homepage.
Given its essential role in our organization
and relevance to our mission, it’s vital to
communicating who we are as an organization.
It differentiates us from other organizations and
has been integral to the 100+ year history of
BPW.
Click on each plank to reveal the paragraph of
text describing each part of the platform.

This part of the website also features a photo
gallery going back decades using our Flickr
account that we’ve maintained for several years
now.
Through this you can view the entire photo stream
as well as specific events. From there you can
order prints, download the photos or just follow the
evolution of hairstyles.
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The top level menu allows you to further explore
our local organization. The Who We Are menu
gives visitors links to BPW/FL and BPW/
Foundation.
Our Committees Page is an ever growing section
built to document the activities of the committee
or to share information instead of sending
individual emails or printed collateral.
Scholarships and Grants, our two primary
philanthropic activites, are also found here with
all their requirements and application materials.
Finally, the award winning I AM BPW Video,
which can be found on our YouTube channel, is
accessible here.
The Membership Menu has information about
membership, our activities and historical
information. You can become a member, renew
your memebership and see all the ways to
engage with BPW/SPP.
Check out the Member Meet Ups and you’ll see
some of the photos and info about our monthly
social functions at area businesses.
Our LO has been around for more than 50 years
now and keeping a record of our local award
recipients and past presidents allows us to honor
our history and those who have been essential to
its success.

Our Events menu is exactly what you’d expect.
Register for our luncheon meetings, find out more
about our signature events and see our events
calendar, which is updated regularly via Google.
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Newsletter: Touch Base Tuesday

Each week, our LO sends an email newsletter called “Touch Base Tuesday.” The content is
limited to a few sections plus a list of events with the idea that it can be read/skimmed in 2
minutes or less. This format has evolved over the years but has become so successful in recent
years that it was adopted by BPW/FL when relaunching the monthly newsletter.
There are a few keys to the success of the newsletter as a primary communication tool.
♦ It’s not just for members. Past members, those interested in our activities, and guests
at our events are all added to the list.
♦ We are consistent. It always comes out on Tuesday. It may come early in the AM or
later in the afternoon but it gives folks an opportunity to look forward to hearing from us.
♦ We keep it simple with 3-6 brief sections. If a committee has more to say, we’ll post
something on the website and link to it.
♦ We always include an events lists with links. This allows us to repeadedly remind
readers about upcoming events, even if there isn’t a larger post or we don’t have all the
details yet.

Here are a few links to recent examples:
https://mailchi.mp/52f362c094b7/bpw-touch-base-tuesday-for-5572389?e=b97361875b
https://mailchi.mp/62ff64019d89/bpw-touch-base-tuesday-for-8798865?e=b97361875b
https://mailchi.mp/b7e5115cd5b0/bpw-touch-base-tuesday-for-8839609?e=b97361875b
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Online Member Directory with a Smart Phone App
Our LO prides itself on being innovative in technology while offering our members easy access
to information. Besides our website, we explored switching from a printed directory to an online
directory. We had been using a printed directory and found ourselves with only one person
willing to create the directory each year. This was becoming time consuming along with almost
going out of date before we even published and distributed it. Due to the cost of printing,
whether using a company or members using their own printers, it became costly.
Our first priority was to find an online directory that could be accessed on desktop, laptop and
mobile device. Second, the cost of an online directory was more affordable than a printed
directory. Third, we needed a user friendly online directory as our members have a wide range
of technology capabilities. Lastly, most anyone can be an administrator. We chose Directory
Spot as our online directory platform.

Contact Information is populated with information about each contact
including names, titles, phone numbers, emails and the groups they
belong to. All this information was initially loaded via an Excel spreadsheet
and then updated throughout the year via a secure website.
We customized the “title” field to include the members industry so that
when you log in your first page shows a full list of members and the
industry they are in making it a great services directory for members
to do business with each other. We also used the group funtion for our
committees. Under each member profile, other members can see which
comittee groups they belong.
We ask members to provide a photo at the time of their application. We
can upload these at that time. Our members can upload photos on their
own. This is important in order to recognize new members or members
who have not been in attendance for a while.
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What else can our online directory do? We have a Calendar Tab, Links Tab, and Directory
Information tab. Our calendar tab is in sync with our Google calendar. This allows us to post
BPW/SPP events. Our members can either view the calendar on the directory or upload the
Google calendar to their mobile devices. The Links Tab not only has access to our directory
sponsor, our LO website and the BPW/FL website but it also has a link to a secure folder holding
all of our shared documents including forms, governing docs, budgets and meeting minutes.
Below are more features Directory Spot offers that we have not access yet. We hope to include
more features each year.
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Virtual Committee Meetings: Zoom & Microsoft Teams
One of the great technologies we have integrated into our regular activities is virtual meetings.
With busy schedules and multiple meetings each week, we found the convenience of virtual
meetings a great option for our committees. Some committees have opted for a regular schedule
that includes in person and virtual meetings while others only use them when scheduling a group
of busy people for decision making. The convenience and flexibility is the biggest attraction but
we also have the ability to share documents and record the meetings for review and minutes.
It’s also a great tool for engaging with public officials. In 2021, Congressman Charlie Crist
reached out to us and we were able to speak with him about a variety of issues and many
members were able to ask questions and express their concerns.
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